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The Stone Siblings have been to Hell and back for each other....The Stone Siblings have been to Hell and back for each other....

Siblings fight like cats and dogs, and the Stone siblings are no exception. But they would do anything for each other,Siblings fight like cats and dogs, and the Stone siblings are no exception. But they would do anything for each other,
because that's what families do. The siblings journey to exotic and dangerous locations, filled with lust, suspense,because that's what families do. The siblings journey to exotic and dangerous locations, filled with lust, suspense,
danger, and betrayal as they discover who they really are--while rediscovering where their home has always been. danger, and betrayal as they discover who they really are--while rediscovering where their home has always been. 

The Family Stone Boxed Set features each character in his/her own book, revealing the trials and tribulations thatThe Family Stone Boxed Set features each character in his/her own book, revealing the trials and tribulations that
families and relationships encounter along the way. families and relationships encounter along the way. 

You will love them.You will love them.
You will hate them.You will hate them.
You will call them "family" in the end. You will call them "family" in the end. 

Follow the Stone siblings as they find love and adventure and their family ties amid exotic backdrops.The FamilyFollow the Stone siblings as they find love and adventure and their family ties amid exotic backdrops.The Family
Stone box set includes the first FIVE novellas in the Family Stone Romantic Suspense series, including Jar of Hearts Stone box set includes the first FIVE novellas in the Family Stone Romantic Suspense series, including Jar of Hearts 
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Stone Cold Heart (Jess #1)Stone Cold Heart (Jess #1)

Jess Stone, former FBI sniper, always felt like the kid who looked in the candy store window but could never afford to

go in. But on a humanitarian mission to aid an earthquake ravaged country, finally she finds a place where she fits,

in Colin Davies' arms, and working for Global Humanitarian Relief, her big brother's company. But can the former

SAS thaw Jess's stone cold heart?

Carved in Stone (Connor #2)Carved in Stone (Connor #2)

Connor Stone has always been odd man out in his family. Not the oldest, not the most charming, he'd had a lock on

the youngest until another half-sibling came to live with them, so he raised hell in his youth. Con knows now the

only way to redeem himself is with deeds, not words and sets out to prove once and for all he is worthy of the Stone

family. When his older brother asks him to take care of business, Con finally will have redemption he craves. Except

when Ava Sanchez, his brother's assistant, is threatened, he must choose between saving the girl or protecting his

family. Will his choice bring him love or break his heart? 

Heart of Stone (Riley #3)Heart of Stone (Riley #3)

Riley Stone is the handsome brother, the charming one. Everyone who meets him compares him to his father, which

in his mind is not a compliment. But he's never met a woman he couldn't charm, until he meets Di, an acerbic, smart-

mouthed, passionate activist who has no time for him or his charm. On the run, in the midst of danger, the blistering

passion they share explodes. Can these two opposites find common ground, or will Di smash Riley's stone heart?

Still The One (Jack #4)Still The One (Jack #4)

Jack Stone, former Navy SEAL, and oldest Stone sibling is determined to keep his family strong. Family is

everything. So he starts Global Humanitarian Relief and Stone Consulting to do some good and keep his family

together. But when he has to team up with his old flame, Bliss, on a missing persons case, an evil threatens him, his

family and the one woman he could never forget and doesn't want to let go. Can these two former lovers put aside

past hurts and heal their hearts? 

Jar of Hearts (Shane and Keisha #5)Jar of Hearts (Shane and Keisha #5)

Prickly Keisha Johnson has the hots for Shane Washington. But she’s not about to reveal her inner soft heart to the

player pilot and open herself up to hurt, until a favor to their boss sends them undercover and under the covers. Can

she trust his sensual attention or will he shatter her fragile heart?
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